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Fans have long wondered what happened to Ahsoka after she left the Jedi Order near the end of the Clone Wars, and before she
re-appeared as the mysterious Rebel operative Fulcrum in Rebels. Finally, her story will begin to be told. Following her
experiences with the Jedi and the devastation of Order 66, Ahsoka is unsure she can be part of a larger whole ever again. But her
desire to fight the evils of the Empire and protect those who need it will lead her right to Bail Organa, and the Rebel Alliance....
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth
Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the
style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess held captive and
a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter,
stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of
Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style
illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.
Anyone can escape danger. No one can escape the truth. When a ship full of Sith warriors arrived in Galactic Alliance space, the
fight to destroy it accidentally uncovered a hidden menace: a long-hidden group of clones, secretly created as insidious weapons
capable of wielding the Force and heedless of the differences between light side and dark side. Now the clones have
escaped—and evidence suggests that they are flawed by genetic disease and violent madness. Jedi Knight Jaden Korr pursues the
clones, hoping to heal them but prepared to destroy them. What he doesn’t know is that Sith agents are hot on his heels,
determined not only to recover the clones for their Master but to capture Jaden for their own dark-side purposes. In a life-or-death
battle, Jaden will confront a shocking reality that will rock him to his core and bring him face-to-face with the question of what
makes a man . . . and a Jedi. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
On the surface, it seems like just another routine contract for Boba Fett and his Mandalorian commandos, but the mystery client
who hires them to start a small war is more dangerous than any of them can possibly imagine. When the Yuuzhan Vong invasion
force sweeps into the galaxy, the Mandalorians find they’re on the wrong side–fighting for an alien culture that will bring about the
end of their own. Now Fett has to choose between his honor and the survival of his people. Since he’ s a practical man, he’s
determined help the resistance beat the Yuuzhan Vong—even if it means working with a Jedi agent. Trouble is, no one trusts a man
with Fett’ s reputation. So convincing the New Republic that they’re fighting on the same side is a tall order. Denounced as
traitors, Fett’s Mandalorians need to stay one step ahead of their Yuuzhan Vong paymasters–and the Republic who sees them as
collaborators with the most destructive enemy the galaxy has ever faced. . . . BONUS: This original novella includes an excerpt
from Star Wars: Republic Commando: Hard Contact and an interview with the author.
Complete your collection of the William Shakespeare’s Star Wars® series and experience the blockbuster finale to the Star
Wars® saga in a brand-new way, here reimagined as though it had been penned by the Bard of Avon. As our story opens, a sea
of troubles threatens the valiant Resistance, who are pursued by the sound and fury of the vile First Order. Can Rey, Poe, Finn,
Rose, BB-8, Chewbacca, and their allies overcome such toil and trouble? Shall Kylo Ren be proven fortune’s fool or master of his
fate? What will become of the House of Skywalker? And is all well that ends well? Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined
movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars® and Shakespeare alike. Every
scene and character from the film appears in the book, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan
version of the Star Wars® galaxy.
When the ruthless Chancellor Palpatine issues his nefarious Order 66, which calls for the extermination of the Jedi, the members
of the Omega and Delta squads are faced with a desperate choice between the Order and their loyalty to their Jedi allies.
A thrilling retelling of the Star Wars saga in the style of classic epic poetry "I look not to myself but to the Force, In which all things
arise and fall away." Journey to a galaxy far, far away like never before--through lyrical verse and meter. Like the tales of
Odysseus and Beowulf, the adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, Jyn Erso, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Darth Vader, and
the Emperor are fraught with legendary battles, iconic heroes, fearsome warriors, sleek ships, and dangerous monsters. Beginning
with Rogue One's rebel heist on Scarif to secure the plans to the Death Star and continuing through the climax of Return of the
Jedi, author Jack Mitchell uses the ancient literary form of epic poetry to put a new spin on the Star Wars saga. Punctuated with
stunning illustrations inspired by the terracotta art of Greek antiquity, The Odyssey of Star Wars: An Epic Poem presents the
greatest myth of the 20th century as it would have been told nearly 3,000 years ago.
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights. The
Clone Wars have begun. Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the Separatists, the peace
guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade
Federation, the Republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan Kenobi, one of
the Order's most gifted diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As
Obi-Wan investigates with the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists who hope to
draw the planet into their conspiracy-and senses the sinister hand of Asajj Ventress in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the
brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone-and his former
master's insistence that he listen this time-Anakin's headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party,
and bringing along a promising but conflicted youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself on equal-but
uncertain-footing with the man who raised him. The lingering friction between them increases the danger for everyone around
them. The two knights must learn a new way to work together-and they must learn quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people
from the fires of war. To overcome the threat they face they must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together
as brothers.
William Shakespeare's The Clone Army AttackethStar Wars Part the SecondQuirk Books
When they are forced to seek refuge in a territory controlled by pirates, Leia learns that the pirates are survivors from her home planet--which
has been recently destroyed by the Death Star--who would gladly ransom her to the Empire.
Sixteen stories highlight the familiar characters from the Moss Eisley Cantina of Star Wars and feature the writings of such authors as David
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Bischoff, A. C. Crispin, Barbara Hambly, and Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens. Original.
Sent to aid a local dictator facing a revolution, Hallena Devis finds herself in danger as she is surrounded by belligerant freedom fighters at
the same time Captain Gilad Pellaeon is facing a decision whether to rescue Hallena or stay true to the Republi
Just in time for the movie’s 25th anniversary, best-selling author Ian Doescher rolleth with the homies as he brings his signature
Shakespearean wordsmithing to this beloved tale. Clueless gets a makeover that Cher Horowitz and the Bard would approve of in this
charming and witty retelling of the beloved ’90s movie, presented as an authentic Shakespearean play written in iambic pentameter. Cher,
the fairest maiden of Beverly Hills, takes center stage in this comedy of errors in which matchmaking, makeovers, and mall-hopping lead to
plenty of merry-making—until Cher realizes her good intentions are creating mischief for her friends and family, including her new best friend
Tai and her cute stepbrother Josh. The only solution? Admit that she knoweth nothing and beginneth anew.
For readers craving a humorous antidote to the sound and the fury of American politics, this clever satire, written in iambic pentameter in the
style of Shakespeare, wittily fictionalizes the events of the first two years of the Trump administration. No one thought that MacTrump—Lord of
MacTrump Towers, Son of New York—would ascend to the highest position in the kingdom. Yet with the help of his unhappy but dutiful wife
Lady MacTrump, his clever daughter Dame Desdivanka, and his coterie of advisers, MacTrump is comfortably ensconced in the White Hold
as President of the United Fiefdoms, free to make proclamations to his subjects through his favorite messenger, McTweet. The Democrati,
mourning the loss of their cherished leader O’Bama, won’t give up without a fight. They still remember the disastrous reign of George the
Lesser, and they can see Putain’s dark influence on MacTrump. Their greatest hope is MacMueller, tasked with investigating the plot that
empowered MacTrump’s rise to the throne. As Desdivanka schemes to overthrow her father’s councilors, and as Donnison and
Ericson—trapped in their own Rosencrantz and Guildenstern-like storyline—prove useless to their father, MacTrump soon realizes he has no
true allies. Will he be able to hold on to his throne? Only time will tell in this tragicomic tale of ambition, greed, and royal ineptitude.
Discover everything you've ever wanted to know about Star Wars in this complete history of the most famous franchise in movie history.
Painstakingly researched and superbly illustrated, Star WarsTM Year By Year: A Visual History, New Edition presents a unique Star Wars
timeline-the full history of the amazing Star Wars phenomenon as you've never seen it before. This stunning visual journey features trivia and
cultural cornerstones from director George Lucas' early life through to the iconic movie stills, comic books, novels, toys, video games, and
theme parks that have spawned from five decades of seminal film making. Fully updated and expanded, this edition encompasses all nine
episodes of the original, prequel, and sequel trilogies, along with the standalone movies Rogue One and Solo, and the acclaimed television
series, The Mandalorian. Produced in full collaboration with Lucasfilm and written by renowned Star Wars experts, Star Wars Year by Year: A
Visual History, New Edition is ideal for Star Wars fanatics and newbies alike. © & TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Anakin Skywalker tells about all of the different vehicles he has piloted and those that he still hopes to fly.

Speculative science fiction, with its underlying socio-political dialogue, represents an important intersection of popular culture and
public discourse. As a pop culture text, the animated series Star Wars: The Clone Wars offers critical commentary on
contemporary issues, marking a moment of interplay whereby author and audience come together in what Russian philosopher
Mikhail Bakhtin called collaborative meaning making. This book critically examines the series as a voice in the political dialogues
concerning human cloning, torture, just war theory, peace and drone warfare.
A new edition of Shakespeare?'s play in accordance with the work of the Shakespeare and Schools Project and the national
curriculum.
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Bail Organa to Count Dooku. Something is
rotten in the state of Coruscant! The schemes of Emperor Palpatine come to fruition as Padmé Amidala, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Yoda,
and the other Jedi duel against the clone troopers of General Grievious and the nascent Empire. Authentic meter, stage directions,
reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that
depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
Acclaimed as a modern dramatic masterpiece, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead is the fabulously inventive tale of Hamlet as
told from the worm’s-eve view of the bewildered Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, two minor characters in Shakespeare’s play. In
Tom Stoppard’s best-known work, this Shakespearean Laurel and Hardy finally get a chance to take the lead role, but do so in a
world where echoes of Waiting for Godot resound, where reality and illusion intermix, and where fate leads our two heroes to a
tragic but inevitable end. Tom Stoppard was catapulted into the front ranks of modem playwrights overnight when Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern Are Dead opened in London in 1967. Its subsequent run in New York brought it the same enthusiastic acclaim,
and the play has since been performed numerous times in the major theatrical centers of the world. It has won top honors for play
and playwright in a poll of London Theater critics, and in its printed form it was chosen one of the “Notable Books of 1967” by the
American Library Association.
Collecting issues six through nine of the Highlander comic book series, "Dark Quickening" features Connor Macleod, who is joined
by his cousin Duncan, as the two race to save Connor's very soul from the dark influence of the Kurgan!
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Maul to Obi-Wan Kenobi. The entire
saga starts here, with a thrilling tale featuring a disguised queen, a young hero, and two fearless knights facing a hidden, vengeful
enemy. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will
entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play,
along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. O Threepio, Threepio,
wherefore art thou, Threepio?
"Meet brave clone troopers, smart senators, skilled pilots, and other defenders of the Republic"--Page 4 of cover.
In the iconic film by Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale, teenaged Marty McFly travels back in time from the 1980s to the 1950s,
changing the path of his parents’ destiny . . . as well as his own. Now fans of the movie can journey back even further—to the 16th
century, when the Bard of Avon unveils his latest masterpiece: William Shakespeare’s Get Thee Back to the Future! Every scene
and line of dialogue from the hit movie is re-created with authentic Shakespearean rhyme, meter, and stage directions. This
reimagining also includes jokes and Easter eggs for movie fans, from Huey Lewis call-outs to the inner thoughts of Einstein (the
dog). By the time you’ve finished reading, you’ll be convinced that Shakespeare had a time-traveling DeLorean of his own,
speeding to our era so he could pen this time-tossed tale.
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from C3PO
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to Admiral Ackbar. Prithee, attend the tale so far: Han Solo entombed in carbonite, the princess taken captive, the Rebel Alliance
besieged, and Jabba the Hutt engorged. Alack! Now Luke Skywalker and his Rebel band must seek fresh allies in their quest to
thwart construction of a new Imperial Death Star. But whom can they trust to fight by their side in the great battle to come? Cry
“Ewok” and let slip the dogs of war! Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter
eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film
appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
Frozen heroes! Furry creatures! Family secrets revealed! And a lightsaber duel to decide the fate of the Empire. In troth, William
Shakespeare’s The Jedi Doth Return has it all!
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Rey to Chewbacca. As the noble
Resistance clashes with the vile First Order, Rey, Finn, Poe Dameron, Kylo Ren, and BB-8 are pulled into a galaxy-wide drama.
The romance of Han Solo and Leia Organa takes a tragic turn that Shakespeare would approve of. Authentic meter, stage
directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star
Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style
illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
The definitive guide to the LEGO® Star WarsTM universe, showcasing the vast collection of LEGO Star Wars sets and minifigures
released over the last 20 years. This is a complete, unrivaled encyclopedia of the LEGO Star Wars theme. Fans will have an allencompassing companion to the LEGO Star Wars cultural phenomenon. Produced in large format and featuring beautiful imagery,
this is an indispensable guide for young fans and a stunning reference work for adults. With behind-the-scenes material, it tells the
complete story of LEGO Star Wars, from the earliest concepts in the late 1990s to the creation of the most recent sets for The
Force AwakensTM and Rogue OneTM. Created with the LEGO Star Wars team. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob
configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2017 The LEGO Group. Produced by Dorling Kindersley
under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2017 Lucasfilm Ltd.
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Yoda
to a hungry wampa. Many a fortnight have passed since the destruction of the Death Star. Young Luke Skywalker and his friends
have taken refuge on the ice planet of Hoth, where the evil Darth Vader has hatched a cold-blooded plan to capture them. Only
with the help of a little green Jedi Master—and a swaggering rascal named Lando Calrissian—can our heroes escape the Empire's
wrath. And only then will Lord Vader learn how sharper than a tauntaun's tooth it is to have a Jedi child. Authentic meter, stage
directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star
Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style
illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.What light through Yoda's window breaks? Methinks you'll
find out in the pages of The Empire Striketh Back!
In the third episode of the Star Wars saga, a once-heroic Jedi falls to darkness, the Republic falls, and the Empire rises.
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Padmé Amidala to Mace Windu. To Shmi or
not to Shmi? Torn between duty to the Jedi, attraction to Padmé, and concern for his beloved mother, yeoman Jedi Anakin
Skywalker struggles to be master of his fate. The path he chooses will determine not just his own destiny, but that of the entire
Republic. And thereby hangs a tale. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter
eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film
appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
The definitive e-guide to more than 275 heroes, villains, aliens, and droids of the Star Wars galaxy The latest edition of this
beloved title has been comprehensively updated to include new characters from Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker and both
seasons of Star Wars: The Mandalorian. Want to learn more about the Knights of Ren? Where is Padmé Amidala from? How tall is
Grogu? To learn the answers to these questions and more, look no further than Star Wars: Character Encyclopedia, Updated and
Expanded Edition. Written by Star Wars experts, the ebook is full of fun facts and intriguing information that's guaranteed to
enthrall fans of all ages. With plenty of lesser-known details, even die-hard fans will learn new facts about iconic characters. © &
TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Inspired by the beloved world of Star Wars, this collection of over 75 whimsical and original poems is a celebration of childhood,
creativity, imagination, and the early years of Star Wars fandom. In “My Pet AT-AT,” a ten-year-old dreams of playing hide and
seek and fetch with an AT-AT. In “Dad’s Luke Skywalker Figurine,” a child opens their dad’s untouched action figure but, instead
of getting into trouble, helps their dad re-discover his own sense of play. In “T-16 Dreams,” a little girl imagines herself flying
through the galaxy, the Empire hot on her trail, to help with her real-world fear of flying. Set in the hearts and minds of young
children who love Star Wars, and filled with the characters you know and love, I Wish I Had a Wookiee is the perfect gift for the
young Star Wars fan—and the young at heart.

Assemble, Ye Avengers! All four Avengers films are presented as Shakespearean plays in this must-have for Marvel
fans. What if the most epic cinematic franchise of all time had been penned by the greatest playwright of all time?
Wonder no more! In William Shakespeare’s Avengers, the best-selling author of the William Shakespeare’s Star Wars
series has reimagined the Avengers films as plays penned by the Bard himself, including: • Assemble, Ye Avengers •
Lo, The Age of Ultron • Infinity War’s Tale • The Endgame’s Afoot Authentic meter and verse, stage directions, and
clever Easter eggs will delight fans of the Avengers and Shakespeare alike. Readers will experience their favorite
scenes, characters, and lines in a fresh—yet fully faithful—way, through soliloquies and dialogue by everyone from Captain
America to Groot (“’Tis I!”). The lavish two-column format recalls Shakespeare’s folios, and dozens of vibrant
illustrations capture all the iconic movie moments. This franchise bible elevates and celebrates the films and is a musthave for fans of the Marvel Cinematic Universe and the Avengers.
Humbug, forsooth! In William Shakespeare's Christmas Carol, you'll experience Dickens' classic tale with a new (Oliver)
twist. Ebenezer Scrooge is a wealthy theater owner with a stingy heart, until he's visited by his old partner Marlowe. The
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Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and Future become Puck (A Midsummer Night's Dream), Falstaff (the Henry V plays),
and the Ghost of King Hamlet. Benedick and Beatrice Cratchit worry about their child Tiny Tim, and other familiar
characters fill out the cast in this Shakespearean adaptation of your holiday favorite, all in iambic pentameter. Bard bless
us, every one!
Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power over life and death, joins forces with his
apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the whole galaxy. Movie tie-in.
Power struggles. Bitter rivalries. Jealousy. Betrayals. Star-crossed lovers. When you consider all these plot points, it’s
pretty surprising William Shakespeare didn’t write Mean Girls. But now fans can treat themselves to the epic drama—and
heroic hilarity—of the classic teen comedy rendered with the wit, flair, and iambic pentameter of the Bard. Our heroine
Cady disguises herself to infiltrate the conniving Plastics, falls for off-limits Aaron, struggles with her allegiance to
newfound friends Damian and Janis, and stirs up age-old vendettas among the factions of her high school. Best-selling
author Ian Doescher brings his signature Shakespearean wordsmithing to this cult classic beloved by generations of teen
girls and other fans. Now, on the 15th anniversary of its release, Mean Girls is a recognized cultural phenomenon, and
it’s more than ready for an Elizabethan makeover.
If You Were Here is a thrilling novel of suspense from Alafair Burke, the author Dennis Lehane calls “one of the finest
young crime writers working today.” Manhattan journalist McKenna Jordan is chasing the story of an unidentified woman
who heroically pulled a teenaged boy from the subway tracks. When she locates a video that captures part of the
incident, she thinks she has an edge on the competition scrambling to identify the mystery heroine, but is shocked to
discover that the woman in the video bears a strong resemblance to Susan Hauptmann, a close friend who disappeared
without a trace a decade earlier. What would have been a short-lived metro story sends McKenna on a dangerous search
for the missing woman—a search that will force her to unearth long-buried truths much closer to home…
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete
with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialog by everyone from Luke Skywalker to Rose Tico.
The Star Wars saga continues, with Bard of Avon providing some of the biggest shocks yet! Alack, the valiant Resistance
must flee from the scoundrels of the First Order, and it falls to Rey, Finn, Poe, Rose, and BB-8 to take up arms against a
sea of troubles. Can they bring Snoke’s schemes to woe, destruction, ruin, and decay? Will Luke Skywalker take the
stage once more, and aid General Leia in the winter of her discontent? Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined
movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style
illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
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